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Dhruv Sehgal, the internet's most loved actor-writer and the 

lead of Netflix's Little Things, scintillated Pratibimb 2020 

with his benign presence. Faculty members, Mr Joel Jacob 

and Dr Kailash Kaushik, from Department of Media Studies 

had an open discussion with the star in KE Auditorium. The 

audience was pumped up and as Dhruv arrived on stage. 

Subtle screams of "so cute" could be heard mixed with 

uncontrollable cheering and applause.  

 

After welcoming the guest, Emcees Hunar Mehta and Varali 

Chaturvedi handed over the mic to Mr Joel and Dr Kailash 

for further discussion. The session started on a light note with 

the facilitators asking casual questions such as Mr. Sehgal’s 

early days and interests. In response to these questions, Mr. 

Sehgal reminisced about his childhood days, what drew him 

to acting and storytelling, emphasizing on the fact that “You 

have to be at the right place all the time and sometimes the 

void comes to you”. He took everyone by surprise saying that 

he initially chose to do anthropology which he then abandoned to do BBA which was also abandoned 

at the last minute. "Like so many other things in life, doing the course was also accidental. My friend 

was getting admission in Symbiosis for BBA and I said, ‘Okay, I'll go there as well. But I don't like 

business,’ so my friend said ‘You listen to radio na, do media then' and I said, ‘Okay, let's do media 

then,' he shared candidly. In addition to this, he shared his love for food, especially Kerala food and 

interest in cooking, candidly admitting that it is as if he has developed a ‘toxic relationship’ with 

food given that he always gains weight while he is writing. 

 

The session then moved onto serious issues such as the difficulties writers face in the media industry 

and the extent of creative liberty a writer can take with his/her work. In response to a question on 

whether it was actually true that he worked eight hours a day in a row for writing, Mr. Sehgal replied 

in the affirmative, stressing on the importance of having a disciplined approach to writing. He said 

that while writing the third season of Little Things , they hired a team of co-writers and a suitable 



space for it where they wrote for as long as eight hours. “Therefore,” he says, “you just need to be 

there and keep on thinking and writing.”  He later went on to elaborate on how difficult it is 

sometimes to keep the soul of a show alive when certain creative liberties have to be compromised or 

restricted. Further he said that between writing and acting, he'd choose writing because "there is a 

high that comes when you write." On the other hand, acting is a very difficult profession since it 

requires a lot of struggle.  

 

 
 

In general he said that these days, people are only concerned about the worst case scenario. "We 

never think ‘What's the best case scenario?’." He remarked, "Look at the best possible scenario, not 

the most practical one." He explained that the biggest struggle he is facing right now as a writer is not 

to earn more money but to really challenge himself. 

 

Talking about his show "Little Things" he said that for him the show is pretty much wishful thinking. 

When asked why Little Things and not Big Things, he said that it is due to the things he has seen and 

read. He gets excited by all the little nuances of his life. He said that in Little Things, for 30 minutes 

the characters only talk about themselves not about other people. So he relates to both of them in some 

way or the other. Otherwise he would not have written the show. 

 

Concerning his political orientation, he was asked how he would draft the story if he had to write a 

political satire based on the relationship between Modi and Shah. He said he would make them twins 

wherein one is very successful, one isn't and they trick people by changing places. When asked if 

Caravan, a liberal news magazine, had a role to play in shaping his political views, he exclaimed that 

it's not about Caravan but all publications, whether Hindi or English, that helped him understand what 

is  going on in the country and the world. He was asked what he would do if he were in charge of 

Republic. He said he would only show good news to spread happiness.  

 

The session was opened up to the audience during the last 30 minutes where students had the 

opportunity to ask Mr. Sehgal some questions regarding his work and the industry he is working in, 

thus helping them to gain an insight into how life is in the media industry. 


